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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 52 C R” (n 3 2) be an unbounded domain with a compact hyper- 
surface r as boundary. Write r as a disjoint union r = r, u ra with each 
ri either empty or consisting of some of the components of r. Let y be the 
boundary operator given by yu = (a/& - U) u on r, and ‘yu = u on ra with v 
the unit normal to r and o a real-valued, uniformly Lipschitz continuous 
function. Let q(x) be a real-valued function which is uniformly Holder 
continuous on D u r and which has bounded support. Let H be the self- 
adjoint operator inG(Q) given by - A + q acting on the functionsg E H2(Q) 
which satisfy the boundary condition yg = 0, and let H,, be the self-adjoint 
operator in L2(Rn) given by - A acting on H2(Rn). 
The scattering matrix S(k) associated with the unitary groups {exp(- itH)) 
and {exp(- itH,,)} is, for each positive k, a unitary operator on L2(S”-l) 
(see [l]). In this paper we show that S(k) has a meromorphic continuation 
from the positive real axis to the entire complex plane if the space dimension tz 
is odd and to the entire logarithmic Riemann surface 
{k#O:-c0<argk<co) 
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if n is even, and we study the relationship between S and outgoing solutions 
of the boundary value problem 
(- A i q - k2) 24 = 0 in Q, yu -~-: 0 on r. (1.1) 
In particular we show that a nonzero k with - v < arg k < rr is a pole of S 
if and only if there exist nonzero outgoing solutions of (I. l).l Each outgoing 
solution U(X) of (1.1) has the asymptoic form2 
u(d) = r(1-n)/2 eikr[h(B) + o(l)] as r-+00 U-2) 
with h (the radiation pattern of U) a continuous function on the unit sphere 
9-l. The Rellich uniqueness theorem [3] implies that outgoing solutions of 
(1.1) are determined by their radiation patterns, so that Eq. (1.2) provides an 
isomorphism between the finite dimensional linear space O(k) of outgoing 
solutions of (1.1) and the subspace .9(K) of L2(S”-l) formed by their radiation 
patterns. We show that each pole k of S is caused directly by the presence 
of the nonzero subspace 9?(k) in L2(S+i). 
For Im k > 0, nonzero functions in O(k) decay exponentially as / x / --f co 
and are eigenfunctions of H. The nonzero functions in U(k) for Im k < 0 
are called resonant states. They are exponentially large for large X. 
The poles k of S with Im k 3 0 are on the positive imaginary axis at the 
square roots of the nonzero eigenvalues of H. For such values of k, the space 
0(k) is the corresponding eigenspace of H, the pole of S is simple, and the 
residue of S at k is a linear mapping onto the space (h(- 8) : h E B?(k)} (see 
Section 5). 
For positive k, S(k) is unitary and hence S(k) = [S(k)*]-I. This equation 
continues analytically in the form 
S(k) = [S(k)*]-1 (1.3) 
to all values of k which are not poles of S(k) or of S(k)*. Our study of the 
poles of S in the lower half plane is based on this last equation. 
For k in the lower half plane with k2 not an eigenvalue of H, S(R)* equals 
the identity plus an analytic compact operator (see Section 2). Therefore 
S(K)* has an analytic inverse if and only if it is one-to-one. We show that the 
null space of S(R)* at such a value of k is 9(k) (see Section 3) and hence, in 
view of (1.3), that k is a pole of S if and only if W(k) is not zero. We also show 
that in this case each resonant state at k is given explicitly in terms of its 
1 This result has been established by Lax and Phillips [2], using different methods, 
for the case of a Dirichlet boundary condition, r = r, , with q = 0 and 11 odd (a case 
with no eigenvalues). 
* Except where otherwise indicated, we restrict our attention throughout this paper 
to nonzero k and, for even n, to values of k with -n < arg k < r. 
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radiation pattern and the incoming, exponentially decaying, diffracted plane 
waves V-(X, K, w) [see Eq. (3.1)]. 
We illustrate the above results with the example of I’ = r, = P-1 and 
4 = 0, for which the scattering matrix may be explicitly calculated (see 
Section 4). 
For K in the lower half plane with k2 an eigenvalue of H, K == tz is a simple 
pole of S(K)*, 
S(K)* = -& s-1 + s,, + *** .
In this case the space .92(K) consists of all functions h in L2(Sn-l) such that 
Smlh = 0 and S,h E Range(&), (14 
and, as in the other cases, K is a pole of S if and only if B(k) is not zero (see 
Section 6). The formula [Eq. (6.291 which expresses the resonant states at 
such a K in terms of their radiation patterns involves the eigenfunctions of H 
at k2 and what we call the reduced incoming diffracted plane waves lVa(x, w), 
The results of this paper may be extended to the case of a potential q(x) 
such that e2alzlp(x) is bounded and uniformly Holder continuous on Q u I’ 
for some a > 0. The scattering matrix for such a problem is meromorphic 
for 1 Im k 1 < a with the branch point at K = 0 if n is even. The limitation 
in making this extension is that the Rellich uniqueness theorem has not been 
established in this generality for values of K which are square roots of eigen- 
values of I% Consequently, all results which rely on this uniqueness theorem 
would have to be modified in discussing the more general problem. 
2. THE MEROMORPHIC CONTINUATIONS OF S(h) AND S(h)* 
For K > 0 and w E P-l, the diffracted plane wave v+(x, K, w) [v-(x, K, w)] 
is the outgoing [incoming] solution of the boundary value problem 
(- d + q(x) - P) [21*(x, h, co) + eiks.w] = 0 in Q, 
y[q(x, h, 0~) + eike.w] = 0 on r. P-1) 
We let s&(8, K, w) denote the radiation patterns of V&(X, K, ok): 
v*(rB, h, w) = eaikTr(1-n)12[s*(0, h w) + o(l)] as r+ co. (2.2) 
Then the scattering matrix is, for each positive k, a unitary operator on 
L2(5P1) given by the formula 
S(h) h(0) = h(0) + ($)(n-1r’2 1 h(w) s(- 8, k, co)* dS, (2.3) 
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(see [l, Thm. 51). Here ;(nmljjs = exp{G(n - 1)/4} and, as throughout this 
paper, the asterisk denotes complex conjugation and the unlabeled integral 
is over SnM1 with dS, the element of surface area. 
The properties of S to be established in this section are based on its 
representation (2.3) and on the properties of s-h listed in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. s+(O, k, w), as a function of k with values in C(S+l x Sri-l), 
is meromorphic on the entire complex plane if n is odd and on the entire loga- 
rithmic Riemann surface if n is even. If k is a pole of s+ , then the space O(k) of 
outgoing solutions of (1.1) is not zero. s, and s- satisfy the equations 
s+(B, k, w)* = s-(0, k, - w), (2.4) 
s+(B, eTik, W) = s-(0, k, - w), (2.5) 
s-(6’, k, W) = S&J, k, e), (2.6) 
and 
CL-(& k, w) = si(- 0, k, - w), (2.7) 
where for even n we write 
k = j k / exp{- i arg k}. 
Proof. Setting 
q&(x, k, W) = ei”“‘” + v+(x, k, w), w3) 
we have for x in Q, 
v&(x, k, W) = 
S[ Q(Y> k ~1 
-5,*(x - y) 
r 
av 
Y 
(2.9) 
- 
5 G*(x - Y> q(y) VI(Y> k w> dr R 
with 
Fk+b) = i + (A) (n-2)‘2 Hf2,),,(k ( x I) (2.10) 
the outgoing and incoming fundamental solutions for - d - k2. 
For large X, the fundamental solutions have the asymptotic forms 
( &)nL ~2%4 = (% 3” (2) c;t k e*iLlrl / x l(l-n)/2 (1 + o(1)) ( > (2.11) 
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(m = 0, 1,2,...) where 
(2.12) 
with arg c*(k) = [arg k F 7r/2] (n - 1)/Z. W e note for future reference that 
c-(k) = i”-?+(k). (2.13) 
Equations (2.9) and (2.11) yield 
~(0, k, w) = $ c,,(k) [jr [v*( y, k, UJ) ; e-ky.e - e+7cy.e & v+(y, k, w)] dS, 
- 
I e~fiky’eq(y) w(y, k w) dy/ 
(2.14) 
sa 
(see [I, Sec. 51). 
As was shown in [4], v+(x, k, w) and their first order x-derivatives are, as 
functions of k with values in C((sZ u r) x S-l), meromorphic on the 
entire complex plane if n is odd and on the entire logarithmic Riemann 
surface if 71 is even. This with Eq. (2.14) shows that s+(B, k, w) is a mero- 
morphic function with values in C(Sn-l x S-r) for these ranges of k. 
A pole of s+ must be a pole of v+ and hence of the operator from which v+ 
is constructed (the operator (I + M(k))-r in the notation of [4]). It was shown 
in [4) that O(k) # (0) for such a value of K. 
The function v+(x, k, U) is constructed fromF,+ and satisfies the boundary 
condition y(v,(x, R, w) + eihs’w ) = 0. Therefore 0+(x, k, w)* is constructed 
from (F,+)* = FE+ and satisfies y(v+(x, R, w)* + e-ifx’o) = 0 and con- 
sequently equals v-(x, k, -a). Writing --K for e*%, we see that v+(x, --k, W) 
is constructed from F+, = Fx- and satisfies ~(zJ+(x, -k, W) + e-iksTw) = 0, 
so that it equals v-(x, k, -0). These relations establish (2.4) and (2.5). 
Employing the boundary condition in (2.1) we obtain from (2.14) 
s-(0, k, co) = & c-(k) 1 j 
l-1 
[v-(Y, k, w) (; - Q(Y)) v-(Y, k~ e, 
_ ei7cH7 a _ 
a, -0(Y)) ] 
eikvw ds, 
+ j,; [eik~~w ; eiky4 - v-(Y, k, 0) ; v-(Y, k w,] dsy 
(2.15) 
+ J’, eikyl’%(y) PAY, k w> dy/ . 
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The integrals of V-(y, k, w) a(y) V-(y, 12, 0) and of ei”NJ(y) eikg’oJ over r, 
are obviously symmetric in 19 and w, while Green’s theorem applied to the 
interiors of I’, and I’, shows that the other two surface integrals involving 
the exponential functions are also symmetric. Adding the symmetric expres- 
sion 
v  -( Y, k, 0) ; v-(Y, k w) + v-(y, k, w) ; v-(y, k, e)] dS, 
+ j, ~-0, k, 4 q(y) ~-~-(Y, k, w> dyj 
to the remaining terms in (2.15) yields 
2 c-(k) 1 j 
r 
v-(y, k, 0) ; v-(y, k, w) dS, 
+ j, v-(Y, 4 0) CAYI PAY, k 4 dyl 
which is symmetric because of the differential equation in (2.1) and the 
incoming radiation condition on V- . This establishes (2.6). 
Equation (2.7) follows from the other properties of s+ . We have 
s+(8, k, w) = s-(e, k, -CO)* = s-(--w, K, e)* = s+(-e, k, -w) 
and 
s$I, k, w) = s+(e, k, -W)* = S+(-d, k, W)* = S-(-o, k, -w). 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1. S(k) and S(h)* h ave meromorphic extensions from the positive 
real axis to the entire complex plane if n is odd and to the entire logarithmic 
Riemann surface if n is even. These operators are related by the equations 
I 
SC- 4 
‘(‘)* = 21 - ,‘$(&k) 
if n is odd, 
if n is even. 
If k is a pole of S(k), then the space O(k) of outgoing solutions of (1.1) is not zero. 
Proof. Equations (2.3), (2.4), and (2.7) show that S(k) -I has kernel 
(n-1)‘2 eidn-i)/4s+(e, k, w), (2.17) 
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and that consequently S(k)* - 1 has kernel 
K ( 1 2a (n-1)'2 e-incn-1,/4s$3, A, _ w)' (2.18) 
This with Lemma 2.1 establishes the first statement of the theorem. 
To establish (2.16) we use (2.17) to show that the kernel of S(e%+) - I is 
and then employ (2.5) and (2.18). The last statement of the theorem follows 
from the corresponding statement in Lemma 2.1. Q.E.D. 
3. THE POLES k OF S WITH --ST < arg k < 0 
AND k2 NOT AN EIGENVALUE OF H 
Consider a fixed k in the lower half plane with k2 not an eigenvalue of H or, 
equivalently, with K = k not a pole of S(E)*. As explained in the introduction, 
k is a pole of S if and only if S(R)* has a nonzero null space. The next theorem 
shows that the null space of S(R)* is the space W(k) consisting of the radiation 
patterns of the functions in O(k), which implies that k is a pole of S if and 
only if O(k) is not zero. It also shows that each function u in O(k) may be 
calculated from its radiation pattern h by the formula u = U,h, where for h 
in L2(Sn-l) and x in Sz u r, 
U&(x) = c-(k) j- h(w) v-(x, k, U) dS, 
P-1) 
= c-(k) j h(w) [eikz.w + v-(x, k, w)] dS, . 
Notice that while resonant states are exponentially large for large X, the 
functions ZI- in their representation (3.1) are incoming and hence tend to zero 
exponentially as [ x 1 + co. 
THEOREM 2. (i) I f  h is a non,ze~o function in the null space of S(h)*, 
then U& is a resonant state with h its radiation pattern. 
(ii) Conversely, if u is a resonant state and h is its radiation pattern, then h 
is a nonzero function in the null space of S(K)*, and u = U,h. 
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We begin with some preliminary calculations. For functionsfin Cr(R u I’), 
for x in .Q, and for 0 in S”+*, we set 
~,*f(x) = j 
r 
[f(y) &F,‘(x -y) --F,l(x -y) $-f(y)] d&, (3 2) 
- 
J Fk% -Y> dY)f(Y) 4 R 
and 
Bk*f(e) = gg c*(k) /jr [f(y) g eQ”y.8 - eTikY.8 if(y)] dS, (3 3) 
- 
s R 
eF”~‘~q(y)f(y) dy/ . 
From the asymptotic forms (2.11) of F,-b it follows that 
Tk*f(d) = ,c1-n)/2e*-ikT[B7~if(e) + o(l)] as r+co, (3.4) 
while (2.13) gives the relation 
Blc-f(e) = - in-l&+f(- 8). (3.5) 
By the definition of the radiation conditions (see [4, Sec. 2]), all functions 
of the form Tk+f[Tk-j] are outgoing [incoming] and we have 
u = T;1 u for all u E fi(k). (3.6) 
Furthermore, Green’s formula applied to the regions interior to r shows that 
for x in 52 
SC 2 . . &km $Fk*(* - y) - Fk’(x - y) av, e’hg’w 1 dS, = 0. (3.7) r Y 
This equation with (2.9) yields 
%(‘, k u> = T,*q’+(‘, k w), 
so that 
(3.8) 
s*(., 4 w) = Bk+i(., k a>. (3.9) 
LEMMA 3.1. For any f in Cl&? u r) and for x in Q 
(Tk+ - T,-)f(x) = c-(K) j eikz.wBk+f (w) dS, 
= - c+(k) j eikr’wBk-f (- W) dS, , 
(3.10) 
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Proof. Definition (2.10) of the fundamental solutions gives 
Fk+(x) -F,-(x) = + (&)(‘- .I(%-,),z(k I x I) 
=~(L)(1-2jeik~.wdSuir 
(3.11) 
from which we obtain 
(TIC+ - Tk-) f (x) = -& ($,“-” ] j, [f(y) 6 j eik(2--7J).m ds, 
- j eik(z-r).w dS, &f(y)] dS, 
I 
- j,, f (y) q(y) j ei7c(rp*)~w dS, dy j . 
Switch the order of integration in these integrals and use (3.3) and (3.5) to 
complete the proof. 
LEMMA 3.2. For h in L2(Snp1) andfor x in Sz, 
(1 - Tk-) U,h(X) = C-(k) j eike+(w) dS, 
and 
(I - Tk+) U,h(x) = c-(k) j eiL”-S(k)* h(w) dS, . 
Proof. Rewriting (3.8), we obtain 
(I - Tk-) p-(x, k, W) = eikz.w, 
which implies (3.12). 
Passing the operator B,<- under the integral sign in (3.1) gives 
Bk-Ukh(- f3) = c-(k) j h(w) s_(- 0, k, w) dS, , 
which when combined with (3.10) yields 
Q.E.D. 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(!I’,+ - Tk-) U,h(x) = - c+(k) c-(k) j eikz.@ dS, j h(w) s-(- 0, k, w) dS,,, . 
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Using this equation and (3.12), we obtain 
(I -- T,f) U,h(x) 
= (I - Tk-) Ukh(X) - (Ti’ - [I’,-) U&(x) 
= c-(k) j- eikn.@ [h(B) + c+(k) j h(w) L(- 0, k, w) dS,l dS, . 
This establishes (3.13) because expression (2.18) for the kernel of S(k)* - I 
shows that 
S(k)* h(0) = h(B) -l- c+(k) j h(w) s-(- 0, k, CIJ) dS, . (3.16) 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2(i). Suppose that S(k)* h = 0 with h # 0. The func- 
tion U,h is in Cl@2 u r) n P+“(G) for some 0 < (y. < 1 and satisfies the 
boundary conditions yU,h = 0 because each of the functions v-(x, k, W) has 
these properties. Equation (3.13) h s ows that U& = Tk+lJ,h, so that Ukh 
is in U(R) and B,+U,h is its radiation pattern. But by (3.5), (3.15), (2.13), 
and (3.16), 
Bk+Ukh(B) = - FBk-Ukh(- 6) = - 9-%-(k) 
i 
h(w) s-(- 0, k, w) dS, 
= - c+(k) j” h(w) s-(- 0, k, w) dS, 
= - [S(K)* h(B) - h(e)] = h(8), 
so that h is the radiation pattern of U,h. In particular, U,h is not zero and 
hence is a resonant state. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2(ii). Suppose that u is a resonant state and h is its 
radiation pattern. Then u = Tk+u and h = B,+u # 0. Equation (3.10) gives 
for x in Sz, 
(I - Tk-) u(x) = (T,+ - Tk-) u(x) = c-(k) s ei”5’wh(w) dS, , 
and then (3.12) shows that (I - TIC-) (u - U,h) = 0 so that u - U,h is 
incoming and tends to zero exponentially as 1 x / -+ 00. Since yu = y7Jkh = 0, 
the function u - U,h is in the null space of H - k2. But by assumption k2 
is not an eigenvalue of H. Therefore u = U,h. 
To show that S(k)* h = 0, we note that by (3.13) the function 
c-(k) 1 eikaewS(k)* h(w) dS, (3.17) 
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equals (I - TK+) U&(x) = (I - Tk+) U(X) = 0 for x in fi. Let /I be any 
multi-index. Apply (a/&)a to the expression in (3.17) to obtain 
I wWz=‘S(h)* h(w) dS, = 0 
for all /3, which implies that S(R)* h = 0. Q.E.D. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section we illustrate the results of Theorems 1 and 2 with the 
example of r = ra = Sri-l and 4 = 0. 
We may write 
L2(P-1) = @ f 2q. (4.1) 
j=O 
where Zj is the finite dimensional space of spherical harmonics of degree j. 
The orthogonal projection operator of L2(S+1) onto X) is given by the 
integral operator with kernel Qj(O . w) where 
cDj(t) = N(n, Pj(n, t) 
% (4.2) 
with N(n,j) the dimension of 6 , with w, the surface area of S-l, and with 
Pi(n, t) the Legendre polynomial of degree j and dimension 7t (see [6, p. IO]). 
LEMMA 4.1. For z a complex number and 6 in S-l, set 
Then 
4@) =I,,,=, eizeWjj(e - w) dS, . (4.3) 
A,(z) = ij(2v7y/2 * z-“J,+~(z) (4.4) 
with p = (n - 2)/2 and Jp+j the Bessel function of the jirst kind. 
Proof. y(z) = z-“_T,+&z) and y(z) = A,(z) both are regular at z = 0 
and both satisfy the differential equation 
n-l 
Y” fy- y’ + (1 + 9) y = 0, (4.5) 
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which also has a singular solution zp”I’,+ j(z). Consequently 
R,(z) == ajz-“J,,~j(z) 
for some constant aj . The power series for JD+j shows that 
(4.6) 
z-“JP+j(z) = 2P+jr(P +j+q f  higher order terms. (4.7) 
On the other hand, because Qj(O . W) is orthogonal in L2(S”m1) to all poly- 
nomials of degree less than j and since 
(see [6, p. 15]), we have 
6 A,(O) = j ,w,=l (8 - w)j @j(O - w) dS 
= Cc&leading coefficient of aj(t)). 
(4.9) 
The leading coefficient of Pj(n, t) is 
r(p +j + 1) 2,’ 
N(n, i) r(42) j! 
(see [6, p. IS]), so the leading coefficient of Qj(t) is 
2”IQ $ j + 1) . 
+/2j! 
This result combined with Eqs. (4.6)-(4.9) yields (4.4). Q.E.D. 
Equation (4.4) with the Funk-Hecke formula (see p. 20 of [6]) yields for x a 
complex number and 0 and w in Snpl 
(4.10) 
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This series converges not only in L2(S+l) but absolutely, since 
CDj(S . 0~) = 0( j+2) as j+ 03 
(see p. 3 and p. 15 of [6]) and since 
J”(z) - (2m)-li2 (z)” as v + co. 
Because 1 H,!‘)(t)/ is a decreasing function of t > 0, Eq. (4.10) shows that 
for r > 0, k > 0, 13 E S-l, and w E S--l, the outgoing diffracted plane wave 
is given by 
v+(rO, k, w) = - (27r)“‘2 f  ii(k [Jp+,(k)/H~~i(k)] f&(kr) c$(e + w), 
j=O 
(4.11) 
with this series also converging absolutely. 
Employing the asymptotic forms of the functions H$,(kr), we obtain for h 
in Xz , 
s IUJl=l h(w) v+(rB, k, w) dS, 
= - (2n)n” i”(kr)-” [ &$$)) ] @!!,(kr) k(e) 
w - 2 (-$-)‘“““” [ Gzi\ ] h(e) 2kr as Y - ~0 
where arg i-(n-l)P = - (n-- 1) n/4. Consequently 
This with Eqs. (2.3), (2.4), and (2.7) yields for h E Xz and k > 0 
s(k) h(e) = h(e) [I - 2 $;;$ ] = - 
P+l 
(4.12) 
Thus each of the spaces Zz is an eigenspace of S(k), and the properties of 
the scattering matrix are determined by those of the Bessel functions. The 
unitary property of S(k) for k > 0 is reflected by the fact that for positive k 
the functions Hjl’(k) and Hs2’(k) are complex conjugates. For odd n the 
functions H~~z(k) and Hr$(k) and hence S(k) are entire functions of k, while 
409/37/2-14 
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for even 12 these functions all have branch points at k = 0. The verification of 
(2.16) in this case follows from the equations 
and 
H(l)(kP) = e--vni[H(l)(k) - Y Y 21 (k)] Y 
Hp)(keri) = Pvi[H,‘2)(k) + (- 1)‘” 2J,(k)], 
which are given on page 7.5 of [7]. 
The poles of S(k) are at the zeros of the functions (Hi&>& and ail lie 
in the lower half plane. Consider such a value of k, i.e., a value of k such that 
H::,:‘,(k) = 0 for some E, and any nonzero function h in the corresponding 
St. Since S(k)*h is given by (4.12) with the Hz:,(k) and the H$Jk) inter- 
changed, h is in the null space of S(k)*. The function 
u(r8) = fr (2~7)~~ c-(k) i’(kr)-” H$(kr) h(B) 
is a resonant state and has radiation pattern h(0). The incoming diffracted 
plane wave v-(~8, k, w) is given by (4.11) with HFij replaced by H$,“:, . This 
formula with (4.10) and (3.1) shows that 
U&(rB) = (27~)~‘~ c-(k) i”(kr)-” {J,+,(kr) - [ j!$f:) ] HF$(kr)/ h(d). 
This last expression equals tl(r0) because the equation H::,(k) = 0 implies 
that I,+#4 = - iY,+dk) and consequently that HF’$(k) = 2J,+,(k), and 
because 
5. THE LAURENT EXPANSIONS OF v-(x, K, w) 
AND OF S(k)* ABOUT A POLE k IN THE LOWER HALF PLANE 
Consider a nonzero k on the negative imaginary axis such that k2 is an 
eigenvalue of H, and let {vj} be an orthonormal basis for the finite dimensional 
null space of H - k2. Because k is in the lower half plane, the eigenfunctions 
(vj> are incoming solutions of (1.1). For convenience we choose the (vpi} to be 
real valued, which we may do since k2 is negative. Then their radiation pat- 
terns 
44 = vd4 (5.1) 
are also real valued. 
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We show in this section that k is a simple pole of V-(X, K, w) and of S(K)*, 
i.e., that 
V-(X, K, W) = (5.2) 
and 
S(K)* = --& s-1 + SC, + SI(‘+ (5.3) 
with V, and S, analytic in a neighborhood of k and zero at k. With Eq. (2.16), 
Eq. (5.3) provides the Laurent expansion of S about a pole in the upper half 
plane. We also derive expressions for S-r and SO which are needed in the 
next section. These calculations are based on the Laurent expansion of the 
reSolVent (K” - H))l about the pole k2. 
For K in a deleted neighborhood of k, the incoming diffracted plane wave 
V-(X, K, w) is the unique incoming solution of 
(- d + q(x) - K”) U = - q(X) eiux’w 
yu = _ yeim.w 
in 9, 
on r. 
(5.4) 
There is, however, no incoming solution of this boundary value problem at 
K = k in the presence of the eigenfunctions {pj}. In fact, there is an incoming 
solution 24 of 
(- d + q(x) - k2) u = - q(x) eikx’w +f(x) 
P = - Yeika*w 
if and only if 
in Sz 
on r (5-5) 
s q+(x)f(x) dx = . 2k - $(W), zc-(k) (5.6) 
for all the eigenfunctions {pj}. The necessity of this condition follows from 
Green’s formula and from the representation of sj(w) given by (4.1) and (5.3). 
A proof of its sufficiency is given in [4]. When this condition is satisfied, the 
incoming solutions of (4.5) are determined only up to a linear combination 
of the {vj}. 
The function 
f(‘4 = & c SAW) %(4 
satisfies (5.6), and we will see that with this choice off, the term V,,(x, w) 
in the Laurent expansion (5.2) f -( o v x, K, W) is one of the incoming solutions 
of (5.5). 
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We may write (see [5]) 
with R,(K) and R,(K) analytic in a neighborhood of k and zero at k. R, is called 
the reduced resolvent of H at k2. It satisfies the equations 
(k2- H)R,=I- R-, and R,R-, = R-,R, -= 0. (5.9) 
The operator R-, is orthogonal projection on the null space of k2 - H, 
R-,f=~(fmh forfEL2(Q), (5.10) 
where, as throughout this section, (,) denotes the inner product in L2(sZ). 
Pick an infinitely differentiable function p(x) which has its support con- 
tained in Q and which is identically 1 for large x, and set 
E&X, K, 0,) = (- d + p(X) - K”) (/L(X) &s’w) 
= q(x) .&.w + (- d + q(X) - K”) [(p(x) - 1) t?iKz.w]. 
(5.11) 
The function E(x, K, OJ) is Holder continuous on Q u r and has 
bounded support. For K in a deleted neighborhood of k, the function 
W-(X, K, W) - (p(x) - 1) eiKr’w, which equals co-(x, K, w) + eiXe’w near r and 
decays exponentially as 1 x 1 + CO, is in the domain of H (see [4]) and satisfies 
(K” - H) [v-(., K, W) - (p - 1) eiKw’] = E(‘, K, w). 
Therefore 
a-(., K, CO) = (p - 1) eiKw. + (K” - H)-l E’(., K, W) (5.12) 
for K near k. Combining this representation of cu- with (5.8) shows that 
v-,(., co) = & K,E(*, k> w> (5.13) 
and 
V,(-, 0~) = (p - 1) eikw. + R,E( ., k, a> - & R-,E( -, k, w) 
(5.14) 
1 d 
+ z R-1 z Et.7 k, w). 
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LEMMA 5.1. For x in D u r and w in S*-l, 
V,,(x, W) is an incoming solution of the boundary value problem 
(- A + q(x) - h2) V&r, w) = - q(x) eikz.w + & Cq~j(x> sj(w) 
rV,(x, CO) = - yeikx.w on r. 
V, and Vml are in cl(G U r) r\ c”+“(~). 
Proof. The second expression for E in (5.11) yields 
(Et-, k w>, 4 
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(5.15) 
in Q, 
(5.16) 
= J {q(x) eikx.w - (- A + q(x) - k2) [( 1 - p(x)) eikz.w]) &x) dx. 
R 
Since 1 - p has bounded support and equals 1 near I’, an application of 
Green’s formula to the last portion of this integral gives, with definition (3.3) 
of Bk-, 
Hence 
R-lE(., k w) = & C si(w) p?i , (5.17) 
and this equation with (5.13) gives (5.15). VW, is in Cr(Q u r) n Ca+a(s;)) 
because the eigenfunctions {vj} are in this space (see [4]). 
The last two terms in (5.14) are linear combinations of the {vj}. Therefore 
Eq. (5.9) with the second form of E in (5.11) yields 
(- Ll -f q - h2) V&s, w) = E(*, h, w) - qeikw* + (H - h2) RJ(., h, W) 
(5.18) =- PikW’ + R-A-, k w), 
which with (5.15) shows that V, satisfies the differential equation in (5.16). 
V,, is in H2(Q) and satisfies the boundary condition in (5.16) because the 
ranges of R, and of R-, are in the domain of H and because p is zero near lY 
The functions on the right side of (5.18) are in P(Q) and tend to zero as 
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/ x / ---f co, and the boundary values of V,, are smooth. Therefore V,, is in 
Cz+n(J2) and tends to zero with its first-order derivatives as / x 1 + co (see 
Lemma 3.1 of [4]). This implies that V, is incoming and hence that V, is in 
C1(sZ u r) (see Theorem 4 of [4]). Q.E.D. 
We now want to characterize V, among the incoming solutions of (5.16) 
and, in the process, derive an expression for V0 which does not depend on the 
cut-off function p. One distinguished incoming solution of (5.16) is 
I%‘,(*, w) = (I - R-J V,,(., u): W, is the unique incoming solution of (5.16) 
which is orthogonal to all the eigenfunctions {vj>. In particular, W,, is inde- 
pendent of p. 
Equation (5.14) and the relations R-r&, = 0 and Ry, = R-, yield 
v,(-, w> = Wo(-, w) + R-,Vo(., w) 
= W,,(., w) + R-&p - 1) eikw’] (5.19) 
- & R-,E(., k, w) + &$E(., k,w). 
Using the second expression in (5.11) to calculate (d/dk) E and then applying 
Green’s formula as in the derivation of (5.17), we obtain 
($ E(., k, w), vj) = JQ vj(x) {q(x) ix * ueikx’w $ 2&l - p(x)) edkx.w 
where 
9(w) 
- (- A + q(x) - k2) [(l - p(x)) ix * weiPz.w]} dx 
= - q(w) + 2k 
s 
R (1 - p(x)) ei”“‘w&c) dx, (5.20) 
S[ 
q+(x) i (ix * weikz’“) - ix - weikz.w $ yj(x)] dS, 
(5.21) 
- 
i 
ix . weikz.wq(x) pi(x) dx 
n 
is the function obtained by differentiating the integrals in the expression (3.3) 
for s?(w) = Bk-vj(w) with respect to k. Combining Eqs. (5.19) and (5.20) 
shows that 
& R-1 $ Et.7 k, W) = - $ C Ok ~j  + rZ_,[( 1 - p) e*rw.], 
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and hence 
This is the desired representation of V,, . 
The differential equation in (5.16) w h en combined with Green’s formula 
and (3.7) yields 
IV&., W) = Tk-[eikw’ + WO(-, ~11 + & C SAW) /,59(Y) Fk-@ - Y) dY- 
(5.23) 
Set 
t,(B, w) = B,-[eiku’ + IV&., w)] (0). (5.24) 
THEOREM 3. Consider a nonzero k on the negative imaginary axis with k2 
an eigenvahe of H. k is a simple pole of S(K)*, and keni is a simple pole of s(K), 
these operators being related by Eqs. (2.16). TheJirst two terms in the Laurent 
series (5.3) of S(K)* about k aregiven by 
S-,h(8) = i-” c si(- B) 1 h(w) si(w) dS, (5.25) 
and 
S&(4 = W’) + c+(k) j- h(w) ]t,,(- ‘4 w> 
- & c k44 s,(- 0) + ~~(4 d- e)i/ ds, , 
(5.26) 
where 
Tj(e) = Z&f 49 - 49. (5.27) 
Proof. We must calculate the Laurent expansion of the kernel 
C+(K) S-(- e, K, W) = C+(K) &-[eiKW’ + V-(-, K, W)] (- 6) 
of s(z)* - I. 
Let Akf (0) denote the sum of the two integrals in definition (3.3) of 
Bk-f (O), SO that 
k-f (4 = 2 c-(k) 4f (4 and u,(e) = &443(e). (5.28) 
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(5.29) 
to obtain, for K near k, 
C+(K) s-(-, K, w) = p(K) AK[eixw. + u-(., K, co)], 
= (p(k) i- cK - k)@(k) + ...) (8, -; (K - k) $ if, + se.] 
X 
i 
-& V-,(., w) + eikw’ $ V,(., w) + *a.) , (5.30) 
= Lp(k) A,V-,(., w) + p(k) A,[eikm’ + V,(*, K)] 
K-k 
+p(k) [& A] v-d., w> +$‘(k) AU., w> + +.. . 
Now by (5.28), (5.15), and (2.13) 
p(k) A,V-,(., co) = c+(k) B,-V-,(., w) = i-% c s&o) sj , 
since c+(k)/c-(k) = Fn. This g’ Ives (5.25). Similarly expression (5.22) for 
V, yields with (5.24) 
p(k) &[eikw’ + vd-, w)l 
Since p’(k) = p(k) (a - 2)/k, we have 
p’(k) ~,v-,(-, w) = T c+(k) B,-V-d*, Q’), 
= q [#I c Q(W) Sj(.). 
And finally, because p(k)/&(k) = - c+(k)/2k, Eqs. (5.15) and (5.28) yield 
P(k) [f AIL] v-,(a, w) = - [q] C sj(w) ai( 
Substitution of the last three equations into (5.30) yields (5.26). Q.E.D. 
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6. THE POLES k OF S WITH arg k = -r/2 
AND k2 AN EIGENVALUE OF H 
Let k be as in the last section. Since S(k)* does not exist, the condition for k 
to be a pole of S is more complicated than for the case discussed in Section 4. 
The next theorem shows that k is a pole of S if and only if there are nonzero 
functions h satisfying 
S,h = 0 and S,,h E Range(&) (6.1) 
and that the functions satisfying (6.1) f orm the space g(k) of radiation patterns 
of resonant states at k. Expression (5.25) for S-r shows that S-,h = 0 if and 
only if h is orthogonal to all the {si} and that the range of S-r is spanned by 
the functions (si(- e)}. 
For h in L2(Q) we define the function 
U,‘h(x) = c-(k) j h(w) [eiKr.w + W,,(x, w)] dS, , 
with W, the reduced incoming diffracted plane wave discussed in the last 
section, and we define the linear functionals 
cq(h) = - h j h(w) U&U) dS, . (6.3) 
THEOREM 4. Consider a nonzero k with arg k = 7rj2 and with k2 an 
eigenvabe of H. 
(i) Suppose that h # 0 satis$es (6.1). DeJine the constants (/3,(h)} by the 
equation 
Then 
S,h = - c+(k) c ,8,(h) si(- 0). (6.4) 
44 = U,‘W + c-(k) c (d4 + &Sh)) ~44 (6.5) 
is a resonant state with radiation pattern h. 
(ii) Suppose that k is a pole of S. Then there exist resonant states at k. Let 
u(x) be one of the resonant states and h its radiation pattern. Then h satisfies (6.1) 
and u is given by (6.5). 
We begin with some preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.1. If there is a nonzero h satisfying (6.1), then k is a pole of S. 
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Proof. Suppose that S is analytic at R, i.e., that 
S(K) = Go + G,(K - k) + G,(K) (K - A)“, 
with G, analytic at k. Then for K in a deleted neighborhood of k, 
1 = s(K) s(i?)* = -& G,X, + G&i f G,S-, + G(K), (6.6) 
with G, analytic in a neighborhood of k and zero at k. Apply this operator 
identity to a function h satisfying (6.1) and let K + k to obtain h = G,,S,,h. 
Since, by (6.6), G,,S, = 0, while S,,h = S-,h’ for some h’, this implies that 
h = 0. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.2. The functions {sj} are linearly independent. 
Proof. If a linear combination of the (sj} is zero, then the corresponding 
linear combination of the eigenfunctions {vj} is an incoming solution of (1.1) 
with zero radiation pattern and hence is zero by Rellich’s theorem [3]. Thus 
the linear independence of {sj} follows from the linear independence of {vj}. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.3. The radiation patterns B,+u of resonant states u are orthogonal 
in L2(S”-l) to the radiation patterns {sj} of the eigenfunctions {F~}. 
Proof. u = T,+u and q’i = T,-yj , so that by (3.4) 
m u(r0) = (ik) m eikrB,+U(fl) [yfl--n)/2 + o(y(l-n)P)], 
and 
m tpj(ye) = (- ik)m e-i”Tsj(e) [y(l-n)P + o(,(l-n)P)] 
asr+co. 
Since u and ‘pj are solutions of (l.l), G reen’s formula applied to the region 
Q n {I x 1 < Y} gives for large I, 
Substitute the asymptotic representations into this last equation to obtain 
- 2ik s B,+u(B) s,(8) dS, = 0. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 6.4. Suppose that Selh = 0. Then 
(I - Tk-) U,‘h(x) = c-(k) [ h(B) eikx.e dS, . (6.7) 
Proof. This follows from (5.23) and the definition (6.2) of U,‘. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.5. Suppose that S-,h = 0. Then 
(1 - Tkf) U,‘h(x) = c-(k) j eiko’O [&h(B) - c+(k) c q(h) sj(- 8)] dS, . 
68) 
Proof. Because h is orthogonal to the (~$1, Eq. (5.24) yields 
B,-U,‘h(- 8) = c-(k) j h(w) B,-[eikw’ + W,(+, w)] (- 8) dS,, , 
= c-(k) j h(w) to(- 0, w) dS, , 
(6.9) 
and this with (3.10) gives 
( Tk+ - Tk-) U,‘h(x) = - c-(k) c+(k) i eika’e dS, 1 h(w) t,(- 8, w) dS, . 
Therefore by (6.7) 
(I- Tk+) U,‘h(ZC) = (I- Tk-) U,‘h(x) - (Tk+ - Tk-) U,‘h(x), 
= c-(k) 1 eikr.e [h(B) + c+(k) 1 h(w) tO(- 8, w) d&] dS, , 
which with (5.26) gives (6.8). Q.E.D. 
The formulas for (I- Tk*) Uk’h for general h in P(P-r) are more com- 
plicated than (6.7) and (6.8) but can be readily derived by carrying out the 
above calculations in greater detail. 
Proof of Theorem 4(i). Lemma 6.1 shows that k is a pole of S. 
Since yj = Tk-qj and sj = Bk-pj , Eq. (3.10) implies that 
(I - T,+) vj(x) = - (Tk+ - Tk-) QI~(X) = c+(k) s eiks’esj(- 6) dS, . (6.10) 
On the other hand, (6.4) and (6.8) yield 
(I- Tk+) Uk’h(x) = - c-(k) C+(k) J” eikx’e C [or,(h) + pj(h)] ~j( - 6) dS, . 
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The last two equations and definition (6.5) of U(X) imply that (I ~ T,.+) u = 0, 
so that u is an outgoing solution of the differential equation in (1.1). u satisfies 
the boundary condition yu = 0 because W, satisfies the boundary condition 
in (5.16). 
To calculate the radiation pattern of u we use (6.9) and relations (3.5) and 
(2.13) to obtain 
and 
B,+u,‘h(e) =: - i’-nB,-Ulc’h(- O), 
= - c,(k) j- h(w) to(- 0, w) d&, , 
= h(6) - &h(B) - c+(h) c q(h) q(- q, 
c-(h) Blzfcpj(0) = - c,(R) B,-g?i(- e> = - c,(k) Q- 8). 
Referring again to (6.4) and (6.5), we see that the radiation pattern B,+u is h, 
and, in particular, that u is not zero and is a resonant state. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 4(ii). As stated in Theorem I, there must exist resonant 
states at K. Lemma 6.3 shows that the radiation pattern h of any such resonant 
state u satisfies S-,h = 0. Equation (3.10) implies that 
(I - TIC-) u(x) = (T,+ - Tk-) u(x) = c-(h) [ eikx’eh(8) dS, . 
And this with (6.7) implies that (I - Tk-) (u - U,‘h) = 0, so that u - U,‘h 
is an incoming solution of the differential equation in (1.1). Since 
yu = yU,‘h = 0, the function u - lJ,‘h is an incoming solution of (1.1) 
and hence is of the form 
U(X) - U,‘h(x) = c-(k) C 6/p&) (6.11) 
for some choice of the constants (SJ. Equations (6.8) and (6.10) then yield 
0 = (I - Tkf) u(x) = (I - T,c+) [ U,‘h + c-(k) C 6&j (x), 
= L(K) j” eiks.e [&h(B) + c+(k) c [Sj - q(h)] sj(- B)] dS, . 
By the argument at the end of the proof of Theorem 2, it follows that 
QV) = - c+@) c [Sj - +Vl G(- ‘4, 
which shows that S,h is in the range of SP1 . To satisfy (6.4) we must take 
/3$(h) = sj - aj(h), and then (6.11) implies (6.5). Q.E.D. 
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